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Budleigh SY 0611 8209 to Cp1 Mutter’s Moor Car Park SY 1096 8724   11Km 750m ascent 

From Town hall, SY 0611 8209, TR and TR, go on pavement to High Street. TR and cross the 

road at the traffic light. TR and immediately TL into Victoria Place. 

 

Go uphill and, at the top, take the steps (path) on your left hand. Follow the path to the 

South West Coast Path (SWCP) and TL (it is the first left turn after the steps). We will stay 

on the SWCP until Peak Hill. 

 

Enjoy the view and follow the SWCP to the big car park by the beach and, at the end, TL, 

signpost Ladram Bay 3.5miles SY 0732 8198. Keep on SWCP to the right end of the car park 

and follow the path that will take you to a tarmac road.  

 

As you step onto the road TR and go over the bridge. At TJ, TR (PYNES FARM SHOP). As you 

get in SOUTH FARM COURT, immediately TR and follow the SWCP, with the river on your 

right-hand side, to the estuary.  

 

Continue to follow the SWCP, passing the Brandy Head Observation Post (SY 0905 8366) 

eventually through SWG and at Ladram Bay through KG (SY0940 8469) and cross the field 

diagonally to the LWG.  

Follow the tarmac path, cross the tarmac road and TR to the tarmac track tuning right. 

Ignore the right turn and go uphill, pass the Three Rock Inn and playground on your left-

hand side, and stay on the SWCP going uphill. 

 

Continue to the SWCP, passing the base of High Peak SY102838 and at TJ, TR SY104863.  

At Wind Gate Bottom SY106866, through the KG and, at the fork, go left uphill; as the track 

forks again, go left SY 1087 8681 and follow the track on the edge of the hill. 

 

Cross a faint boundary and BR to the right corner of the field and through the KG. 

Carefully cross the busy road and get into the car park and to the Checkpoint1.  

 

Mutter’s Moor Car Park    SY 1096 8724    11Km    750m ascent    open 09:30 to 11:30 
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Mutter’s Moor Car Park SY 1096 8724 to Cp2 Street SY 1877 8885 11.5Km 650m ascent 

From Cp1 go back to the road, cross it and BL through the SWG. 

Follow the path and after 400m go straight-on at the cross path. At TJ go left downhill and 

at the fork, SY111869, go left downhill. 

At the next fork go right then BL going downhill on steps to the tarmac road (SY 1124 

8689).  

Step into the road and TR. Stay on right side of the road and walk downhill. As the road 

bends left, go straight on along fp, signpost: Coast Path Sidmouth Seafront SY113869. 

 

We will stay on South West Coast Path until Berry Clift, SY1921 8829. 

 

Follow the tarmac track with the sea on your right-hand side through gate then KG on path, 

ignore all the benches on your left-hand side and enjoy the view. Go downhill on the grassy 

path and, at the bottom, cross the tarmac road and TR (SY 1196 8700).  

 

Stay on the pavement to the sea front, then cross the road (SY 1230 8710), TL and walk to 

the end of the beach with the sea on your right-hand side.  

At the end of the beach follow the SWCP bearing left to the Alma bridge and cross it.  

 

Follow the diversion to the top of Cliff Road, BL for approximately 100m then TR to Laskeys 

Lane. Keep going uphill, and as the road bends left, TR along the track SY132876. 

Follow the SWCP bearing left and at the fork TL heading uphill (Salcombe Hill signpost).  

 

At the very top, TJ, TR; signpost: Salcombe Mouth ½ mile SY137877. Follow the path 

bearing left, go through the SWG at the side of a LWG and another SWG at the side of an 

LWG. 

Keep on the right path going downhill. Follow the SWCP, Salcombe Mouth 1/3 mile. 

Through a KG and keep going downhill with the boundary and sea on your right-hand side. 

At the bottom right corner through a KG. Keep going downhill and through another KG. BL, 

walk with the boundary and river on your right-hand side and the sea at your back, heading 

toward the left corner of the field.  

 

At the corner go over bridge; signpost: Weston Mouth 1 2/3 mile SY147879.  

BR and go uphill to the top right corner of the field. Through a SWG and follow the SWCP 

going left. After 100m TR and follow the SWCP going uphill to the top.  
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At the top, TJ, TR. Signpost: Weston Mouth 1 ½ mile SY 1496 8782. Follow the track bearing 

left, go on steps and through a KG. Keep going with the sea at your right-hand side on “flat 

path”, through a LMG at the side of a KG, through a KG then BL, SY 1551 8792. 

Keep going on the SWCP, eventually downhill on steps, through a SWG and uphill on steps, 

follow SWCP. Through KG (Lower Duncombe Cliff SY160881). 

 

Ignore the track on right, follow “Sid Valley Ring”, and go downhill on SLOT. At TJ, TR going 

downhill; signpost: Coast Path Weston Mouth ¼ mile, SY161882. Keep going downhill, 

through a SWG and keep going downhill. At the bottom right of the field through a KG, 

SY1635 8801 Signpost: Coast Path Weston Mouth. 

 

Follow the stepped path downhill and as you arrive at the beach, TL and cross the river. 

Take the first path on left; signpost: Coast Path Branscombe 3 miles. 

 

Keep going uphill and after at KG, BR to the right up corner of the field, through a KG and 

keep going uphill with the sea on your righthand side. At the top walk on flat on the 

Weston Cliff with the sea on your right. 

Pass signpost: Branscombe 2 1/3 miles, through a KG and keep going, through another KG, 

SY 1769 8818, and BL to the left, up corner of the field. Through a KG; signpost: Coast Path 

Branscombe Mouth 2 miles. 

 

Stay on SLOT, and before the end of the field BR and go right through a KG; signpost: 

Branscombe (Littlecombe Shoot SY182883). 

Keep going on SWCP, through a KG, pass a bench, SY 1890 8813, a KG and keep going a 

little bit downhill. 

 

At Fluff’s car park, signpost: Berry Clift, SY192882, TL, going to Branscombe Mouth. 

Keep going on track and at TJ (SY 1921 8829), signpost: Fountainhead ½ mile, TL (leaving 

the SWCP) on a public footpath. Through a LWG and after 200, at signpost, TR to 

Fountainhead, leaving the track. 

 

Keep going on the public footpath, eventually with the boundary on your right-hand side 

and at SY 18919 88628, TR through a KG with the National Trust sign on it. 

Enter the wood and follow the track going downhill. Through 3 SWG, step on road and TL. 

Checkpoint 2, Street, SY 1877 8885, is just in front of you. 
 

Street  SY 1877 8885 22.5Km 1400m ascent open 11:00 to 12:45 
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Street   SY 1877 8885   to   Cp3 Sidbury   SY 1378 9171     9.5Km     360m ascent 

Exit the checkpoint and walk through the beer garden, cross the road, and through the 

LMG. Follow the track going uphill to the top and then BL, follow the blue arrow and after 

100 meters BR, keeping the boundary on your right. 

 

At the right corner of the field go through the SWG, with the National Trust sign on it, then 

BL. As you reach the road TL, go over a cattle grid and after 150 meters TR on the link to 

East Devon Way (EDW)leaving the road. 

 

Keep going downhill on path and, as you reach the road, TL, at cottage BL, SY 1913 8943, 

stay on SLOT leaving the road for a track and ignore the left turn and stay on SLOT. 

 

At the bottom, TJ, TL and after 30 meters through a LMG. 

Follow the wide track, eventually going uphill and through a LMG. 

Stay on tarmac road, pass Wyatt Cottage, keep going, pass Stable Cottage and continue on 

tarmac road. 

 

At TJ, TL, pass Edge Farm Cottage and keep going uphill on tarmac road to a TJ. 

At TJ (SY 1757 9009) go straight-on, on a stile at the left of a LMG. Go on field with the 

boundary on your left-hand side and at the left corner go over stile.  

 

Follow the path, through a LWG, eventually the path become track, through LMGs, stay on 

SLOT, follow the track bearing left and as you reach the road, TR (SY 1697 8959). 

 

Stay on road, keep on SLOT for 1Km to the Donkey Sanctuary and after the Donkey 

Sanctuary TR, just opposite Slade Cottage, SY 1604 8938. 

 

Keep going on a wide gravel track, pass the New Arrival Unit and keep on SLOT through 

LMG. Follow the path to a very busy road, TR and after 30 meters, with lot of care, cross 

the road and take the Public Footpath. 

 

Go straight on and through a SWG at the right of a LMG, keep on concrete track going 

downhill.  

As the road fork, go straight-on through a LMG and walk on the enclose path between 

fields. Through a SWG at the right of a LWG and keep going into the woodland. 
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Keep on SLOT and ignore the track on your left and the track on your right and follow the 

blue arrow, through a SWG and BL, on the field, on faint grassy path. 

 

Stay on the side of the hill to reach a LMG. Through it and keep going into the woodland, 

downhill. At TJ, TR downhill on a path between edges. Through a LMG then TR. 

 

Keep going on private road bearing left and after the wall, TR on the path. 

At TJ, SY 1527 9019 TR, through gate and keep going, through a SWG and immediately, TL. 

Cross stream on footbridge and go uphill to the farmyard and to a LMG between barn and 

house, keep going uphill. 

 

At TJ, TL and after few meters TR to an unmetalled road. Pass a barn on your left and keep 

going uphill. 

At TJ, TL and after few meters, TR on stile signpost: link to East Devon Way (EDW). Keep 

going uphill with the boundary on your left-hand side to another stile. 

 

Continue on the small track in the woodland, ignore sits and table at your left-hand side. 

At TJ, TL and follow the link to EDW. After 200 meters TL to comply to the pink arrow, link 

to EDW. Go uphill in the woodland on path. 

 

Through a KG and TR following the pink arrow, link to East Devon Way. 

A TJ, TL SY 1482 9134. Follow the track turning right and then left and going downhill on a 

very rocky and steep track. 

At the bottom, through a stile and cross the field on SLOT. 

 

At the bottom of the field, follow the East Devon Way and go on stile. 

Keep going with the boundary on your right-hand side then TR and go through a LMG. 

Follow the track bearing left and after the barn TR and go through a KG. 

 

Step on road and TR and after 30 meters TL (Bridge Street, SY 1412 9153). 

 

Over bridge and at TJ, TL on Fore Street (A375). After 40 meters cross the road and take the 

Public Footpath to White Cross. 

After about 100 meters you will reach the Checkpoint3.  

 
Sidbury SY 1378 9171  32Km 1760m ascent open 12:00 to 14:30 
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Sidbury   SY 1378 9171    to    Cp4 Otterton   SY 0801 8526  13Km     250m ascent 

Leave the checkpoint and go west uphill following the East Devon Way (EDW). 

Keep going with the boundary on your right-hand side and at the top of the field TR 

through a gap and follow the East Devon Way (EDW). 

 

Through a “Bristol 2 in 1 Gate”, step on road and immediately TR (SY 1312 9171). Over a 

bridge and immediately TL. As you arrive at the farmyard, BL and go through a LWG. 

 

Keep going on a very narrow track, eventually becoming wide and muddy then bearing 

right and takes you to a BG; through it and go uphill following the East Devon Way, stay on 

track, on flat, leading you to a BG. 

 

Through the BG and stay on SLOT and walk with a kind of boundary/trees on your left-hand 

side. Stay on SLOT, cross the field, and go through another BG then TL. 

 

Cross the road and go straight-on on path, on the EDW. Keep going on SLOT on a wide 

forest track SY 1120 9148.Ignore all tracks on right and left and keep going. 

As the road fork go right and following the East Devon Way. 

At the end of the forest, Fire Beacon Hill, pass at the left of a LMG and take the left fork. 

 

Keep going on a wide track, ignore the track on your left, and keep going downhill on EDW. 

Eventually the track become narrow, bent left and takes you to a cross with a noticeboard 

on your left-hand (SY 1101 9077); immediately TR and follow the East Devon Way. 

 

As you reach the tarmac road TR and after 50m (SY 1076 9086) go left on step track leading 

you to a metal KG. Cross the field going downhill to the right corner to a SMG. Continue on 

path to a “Bristol 2 in 1 Gate” BG, cross the track and through KG. 

Through a SWG (SY 1052 9067) and carefully cross the road and follow the EDW. 

 

After 20m, at TJ with a forest track, TL. At crosstrack SY 1026 9053, TL following the EDW. 

Go under bridge (SY 1019 9034) and follow the track going right and downhill.  

 

Keep on SLOT on the EDW, ignore the tunnel on your right and keep going on SLOT. 

Through another KG and follow the EDW taking you to Harford. 
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As you arrive at tarmac road TL and at the TJ, TL, keep the boundary church on your right-

hand side and TR. Pass the Village Hall on your left-hand and after 50m TR on public 

footpath following the East Devon Way (SY 0900 9026). 

 

Through a KG and, after the footbridge over Otterton River, immediately TL and follow the 

track with the river on your left-hand side. 

After two KGs, a SWG and a KG, you reach a tarmac road (SY 0881 9003), TL and walk on 

road with a playfield on your right-hand side. 

 

As you reach the A3052, TR on pavement and after 80m carefully cross the busy road and 

go right then TL on Millmoor Lane (SY 0879 8974). Ignore the road on left and after a bend 

go right and take a public footpath (SY 0882 8962).  

 

Follow the narrow fp to the end (SY 0880 8953). Through a SMG and stay on SLOT 

following the track. 

Through a SMG and TR. Follow the track, through KG and to the road, get in the car park 

then TL and take the path on the side of a tree (SY 0862 8855). 

 

As you arrive at the river, TR and follow the track with the river on your left-hand side. 

Follow the track, through wooden KG then through metal KG, cross a concrete road and 

through another metal KG (SY 0847 8795). 

Follow the track with the boundary on your left-hand side, then BL to a path. 

As you reach a tarmac road (SY 0836 8714), TL and follow the road to a cattle grid. 

 

Cross the concrete road and through KG, cross a track and through another KG. Follow the 

track to the river and TR and follow the track with the river on your left-hand side to 

Otterton. 

 

As you arrive at the tarmac road (SY 0789 8527), TL, over the bridge and keep going to a 

green area on your left-hand side and to the Checkpoint4.  

 

Otterton SY 0801 8526 45.0Km 2010m ascent open 11:30 to 17:30 
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Otterton SY 0801 8526   to   Budleigh Salterton SY 0611 8209      7Km 155m ascent 

Exit the checkpoint and TR, retreat your step back to the bridge, cross it and go straight-on; 

as the road star bending left, go right to a KG (SY 0786 8528). Public Footpath to Bicton 

Church 1/2mile. 

Follow the path, pass footbridges and kissing Gates until you reach a tarmac road (SY 0740 

8572).  

Cross the busy road with care and TL. After 30 meters TR into an enclose wide path. 

 

Cross the square and TL and follow the ancient enclose path. As the wall end, TR into a 

Public Bridleway (SY 0726 8565). 

 

Follow the path, pass a barn on your right-hand and the obelisk on your left-hand, cross a 

LMG, TL and go uphill to a KG. As you step on the tarmac road TL, the obelisk is still on your 

left -hand, after 160 meters TR on a Public Footpath (SY 0694 8537). 

 

Through a KG and go straight-on with a boundary on your left-hand. Through a metal KG 

and immediately TR and, at the boundary TL, and follow the path with the boundary on 

your right-hand. Pass tennis court on your left-hand and keep going with the boundary on 

your right-hand to a KG. 

 

At the road TR (Vicarage Rd) and at the TJ, TL into High Street. Pass the church, on your 

right-hand and TR into Hayes Lane (P & Toilets). 

Follow the road, pass the Public Toilet (SY 0655 8486), and keep going, exit the village and 

at TJ, by the Electric Power Station, TL uphill (SY 0619 8489). 

 

At the top BR to a Public Footpath (SY 0615 8465). Through a KG (at the left of the LMG) 

and go uphill on farm track. Through a SMG and keep going uphill. At the top enjoy the 

view to your left and behind. 

Continue on concrete track, through a metal KG, cross a track and through another metal 

KG (SY 0541 8423). 

 

Keep going straight-on with the boundary on your left-hand. Through a KG, cross a track 

(and through another KG). Keep going with the boundary on your left-hand and TL through 

metal KG. 

BR, ignore the track on your left-hand, and at the fork go left on open field. Keep going 

straight-on, eventually the track BL into the wood. 
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At TJ, TR on path and at TJ, TL on track. Follow the track, after two big bends, at the fork, 

keep left going a bit up (SY 0519 8344). Eventually the road become tarmac (Bear Lane) and 

reach a busy road B3178.  

 

Cross the road with care and TL, TR on Bedlands Ln. At TJ (St Peter’s school) TR and then TL 

on Moor Ln. Take the pavement on your right and go throw the green and to the Town Hall. 

 

Budleigh Salterton SY 0611 8209  52Km 2165m ascent open 12:00 to 19:00 

 

Well Done 

 


